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Next Friday is the last day before we break up for half term and we have arranged something very exciting 

for our children to thank them for all their hard work!  Skittleman will be performing two very special magic 

shows on Zoom especially for St Martin’s children.  You will receive the Zoom invitations shortly.  Skittleman 

is a member of the Magic Circle so in addition to being incredibly funny he is a very talented performer.  The 

show for Nursery to Form 2 will be from 1.15pm – 2pm and the show for Form 3 to Form 6 will take place 

from 5pm - 5.45pm.  We really hope your children enjoy the shows  

        5th February 2021 

                    This Week’s Shooting Stars  

Joshua J: For being thoughtful and selfless – making a wonderful hug (image of himself) for his 

grandma 

Kunni: For being an achiever.  Kunni has demonstrated excellent understanding of her work this 

week. 

Atlin:  Consistently achieving at a high level 

Tobias: Trying so hard to form his letters correctly 

Azikwe: Making a great effort to read more regularly at home 

Eito: For producing a fantastic pop-up book about dinosaurs, which contained many interesting 

facts and wonderful drawings. 

Yunrui: For always trying his best 

Tiam:  For working so hard to improve his listening skills 

Alayna: For writing a fantastic persuasive argument 

Zakariya: For writing a wonderful acrostic poem and being as ‘keen as a tiger’ (Zakariya’s simile  ) 

Christina: For being an excellent teacher - Christina showed her class how to use a bar model to 

calculate a tricky maths problem! 

Olivia W: For writing a fantastic suspenseful diary entry 

Molly:  For working hard to self-edit and improve her work 

Anthony: For great effort in our multiplication and division topic in Maths 

Faith:  For fantastic effort whilst studying decimals in Maths this week  

Bunmi: For achieving highly with her newspaper report 

Ambika: For a beautifully written and presented report 

Kassandra: For consistently completing all home learning and participating in online sessions with 

confidence 

Ian:  For fantastic effort in completing his work and achieving highly in Topic  

Chloe M: Outstanding Literacy work  

Upon completing this half term’s Individual Pupil Progress Meetings with your teachers this week, Mrs 

Mbah has also chosen one child from each class to receive a Shooting Star for their progress and 

excellent remote learning – well done to – Charlotte L, Atlin, Abir, Shayan, Jayden, 

Adam K, Viraaj and Max.  

   



                                                                                                                                                                                                            

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Golden Tea is an opportunity for children, to show Mrs Wilson the work they have completed that week of which 

they are most proud, whilst enjoying juice and biscuits together.  Golden Tea will take place this upcoming week 

remotely over Teams.  Mrs Wilson will be in touch to arrange a time that suits - the only difference will be that you 

have to provide the biscuits.  This week the following children were randomly chosen –  

Kush  Tre  Dylan & Alan   Seth 

 

A Head Teacher’s award this week goes to Chloe JC in Reception for an outstanding week of 

learning, excellent attitude to her work and beautiful colouring in.   

 

Dear Children, 

Captain Sir Tom Moore has sadly died. He was being treated in hospital for pneumonia and coronavirus 

but passed away on Tuesday afternoon. You will remember we spoke about his amazing accomplishments 

during assembly, last term.  The army veteran became famous when he raised millions of pounds for the 

NHS by walking 100 laps of his garden before his 100th birthday. The Queen issued a statement saying, 

"My thoughts and those of the royal family are with Captain Tom's relatives, I recognise the inspiration he 

provided for the whole nation and others across the world." Boris Johnson said that Captain Sir Tom 

Moore was ‘a beacon of hope for the world.’ 

In memory of Captain Sir Moore, I would love for you to enter the following competition – there are 3 

ways you can enter below – choose the one you would find most enjoyable and email it to 

competitions@stmartinsmillhill.co.uk by Wednesday 10th February.   

1. Write a short piece of pros.  What do you think is his greatest achievement? What will he mostly 

be remembered for? Why do you think he inspired so many? Captain Sir Tom’s main goal was not 

be famous but to raise awareness of the NHS. He previously has said he remembers the days 

before its creation, when getting ill meant worrying about having to pay for treatment. Do you 

think Captain Sir Tom achieved his aim?  

 

2. Whilst undertaking his first challenge of completing 100 laps in his garden, initially hoping to raise 

£1,000 for charity, Captain Sir Tom had said, “One small soul like me won’t make much 

difference”. Why do you think he might have said this? Do you think he was right? Many people 

have said that Captain Sir Tom Moore will leave a huge legacy. What do you think we mean by 

legacy and what do you think the impact of Captain Sir Tom’s lasting message will be? Captain Sir 

Tom Moore was an inspiration to us all during difficult times. Through his courage, perseverance 

and strength at the age of 99, he united the nation. Think about your legacy - how would you like 

to be remembered? What would you like people to say about you?  When you leave St Martin’s 

School to, what would you like your friends, and teachers to say about you? Why? 

 

3. Can you set yourself a challenge of doing something 100 times to raise awareness of something 

you care about? This could be through an exercise like Captain Sir Tom, drawing, completing an 

activity for 100 minutes. Can you take photos, write about your challenge and send it to us?  

The winners will be announced during assembly on Friday 12th February.  I will hand deliver prizes to the 

homes of the winners, shortly after.  Good luck!! Mrs Wilson 

Reading is the bedrock to learning! As 

explained during many assemblies and 

every holiday activity letter, reading is 

crucial to becoming an excellent 

learner. Children must be reading for 

at least 15 minutes every day and 

recording a VIPERS comment in their 

reading record to show reflections or 

analyse the text in some way. Please 

ensure your children are recording 

their own comments in their reading 

record, taking a weekly picture each 

Friday and sending this to their class 

teacher.  Mrs Mbah 

 

 

Please ensure your children’s cameras are on throughout 

registration and the live teaching sessions. Children whose 

cameras are off will be asked to turn them on at the start of a 

session by their class teacher and anyone turning cameras off 

during a session will be reported to Mrs Mbah.  Please also 

remember that eating during a live lesson is also not allowed.  

Many thanks for your understanding and cooperation.  

 

 

We are happy to announce that we have now received our 

lateral flow tests.  These tests are designed to indicate 

asymptomatic carriers of Covid-19 – providing immediate 

results.  Staff working in school have received their training 

and as a further safety measure for our pupils and colleagues 

in school, are taking these tests twice a week. 
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